wet  [wet]  (Adjektiv)

Definition: covered with or impregnated with liquid

Übersetzung: nass

Beispiel: I went out in the rain and now my clothes are all wet.

Synonym(e): damp, saturated, soaked

Antonym(e): dry

Homophon(e): whet

toothbrush, toothbrushes  ['tuːθbʌʃ]
(Nomen)

Definition: a brush, used with toothpaste, for cleaning the teeth

Übersetzung: Zahnbürste

Beispiel: Don't forget to pack your toothbrush!

toothpaste, toothpastes  ['tuːθpeɪst]
(Nomen)

Definition: a paste, normally used with a toothbrush, for cleaning the teeth

Übersetzung: Zahnpaste

Beispiel: How much toothpaste are you putting on your toothbrush? That's way too much!

lipstick, lipsticks  ['lɪpstrɪk]
(Nomen)
**Definition:**
a stick of makeup for the lips

**Übersetzung:**
Lippenstift

**Beispiel:**
Are you wearing any lipstick today?

---

**dry** [draɪ]
(Verb)

**Definition:**
to remove moisture from something, to lose moisture

**Übersetzung:**
trocknen

**Beispiel:**
The clothes dried on the line.

**Antonym(e):**
wet

---

**blow-dryer**, blow-dryers
(Nomen)

**Definition:**
an electrical device used for drying hair

**Übersetzung:**
Föhn

**Beispiel:**
The newly purchased blow-dryer didn't work anymore.

**Synonym(e):**
hair-dryer

---

**blow-dry**
(Verb)

**Definition:**
to dry with a hair-dryer

**Übersetzung:**
föhnen

**Beispiel:**
After blow-drying her hair, she applied make-up.

---

**towel**, towels ['təʊl]
(Nomen)
**Definition:** a cloth used for wiping, especially one used for drying anything wet, such as a person after a bath

**Übersetzung:** Handtuch

**Beispiel:** Can you hand me a towel, please? I'm all wet.

dirty  

dirty  

**Definition:** covered with or containing unpleasant substances such as dirt or grime

**Übersetzung:** dreckig

**Beispiel:** Despite a walk in the rain, my shoes weren't too dirty.

**Synonym(e):** filthy, soiled, sordid, unclean, unwashed

**Antonym(e):** clean

clean  

clean  

**Definition:** in a condition of unpleasant substances such as dirt or grime having been removed

**Übersetzung:** sauber

**Beispiel:** Are these dishes clean?

**Antonym(e):** dirty

wash  

**Definition:** to clean with water
**Definition:**

**Übersetzung:** waschen

**Beispiel:** When did you last wash your hair?